
Bob and Jordan discussed the fact that 
negative emotions are corrosive and 
contagious. In fact, studies show that if you 
are within 25 feet of a toxic person, you are 
more likely to become toxic and possibly 
get fired. Conversely, if you are within 25 
feet of a cooperative superstar, you are 
likely to have a more positive attitude.

In your current workspace, are you 
within 25 feet of a toxic person? Can you 
find a creative way to move away from 
this person?

Are you not within 25 feet of a 
cooperative superstar? Can you find a 
creative way to move closer to this 
person?

Worksheet for
Bob Sutton | The Asshole 
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Another concept Jordan and Bob 
discussed was redirected aggression. The 
example was the boss yelling at an 
employee, who yelled at his wife, who 
yelled at a child, who then kicked a dog. 

Can you think of times that you have 
observed this redirected aggression in 
your own life? What can you do to stop 
the cycle of aggression from continuing 
down the chain? What can you do to 
react positively when someone is being 
negative with you?

There’s a famous line from the TV series 
Justified in which the main character, 
Raylan Givens, says, “If you run into an 
asshole in the morning, you ran into an 
asshole. If you run into assholes all day, 
you're the asshole.” Bob notes that there 
are two strategies to deal with what the 
possibility that you might be in the latter 
camp:

● Is it possible you are too 
thin-skinned? Jot down how you 
normally react to negativity.
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● Do you have a truth-teller in your 
life — someone who will tell you 
whether you are being an asshole?

Finally, Bob discusses the importance of 
emotional detachment when you are 
dealing with negative characters. He offers 
two strategies:

● Consider these people comedians.
● Consider yourself as a medical 

specialist in assholes engaged in a 
special study.

What emotionally detached frame do 
you think would work well in dealing 
with some specific negative characters in 
your life?
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Jordan Harbinger is a Wall Street lawyer 
turned talk show host, social dynamics expert, 
and entrepreneur.

He’s the owner and co-founder of The Art of 
Charm, a consulting and coaching company — 
as well as a top 50 podcast on iTunes — which 
he’s been hosting for over a decade.
Jordan has spent several years abroad in 
Europe and the developing world, including 
South America, Eastern Europe, and the 
Middle East, and speaks several languages. He 
has also worked for various governments and 
NGOs overseas, traveled through war zones, 
and been kidnapped — twice. 

He’ll tell you the only reason he’s still alive and 
kicking is because of his ability to talk his way 
into (and out of), just about any type of 
situation.



AJ Harbinger 
“Vulnerability is my strength.”

AJ Harbinger is a relationship development 
expert. His creation, The Art of Charm, is a 
leading training facility for top performers 
who want to develop social capital and 
relationships of the highest quality.

AJ and his co-founders teach millions of 
people each year how to create, develop, and 
maintain top business and personal 
relationships.

Men have traveled from over 50 countries to 
attend Bootcamp. Each week at AoC 
headquarters in Los Angeles, these men 
discover how to be the best version of 
themselves. 

AJ’s mantra is “your network is your net worth” 
— and this value is what he develops in each of 
his students. 



John Dzubak happened upon the field of 
social dynamics and dating coaching quite by 
accident. Having been a touring musician 
much of his life, he felt the need to contribute 
positively to the world and was interested in 
the power of personal transformation. Johnny 
began educating himself about social 
dynamics and incorporating the concepts he 
learned into his day-to-day life. Soon after, he 
began coaching for a small social dynamics 
company out of Washington, DC; it was then 
that he met AJ and Jordan.

Johnny is all about getting rid of the ‘game’ on 
which so many other similar companies focus, 
and he wanted to find a natural way to bring 
out the best qualities in people. 
Understanding the true emotion and genuine 
connection people make with one another is 
where he finds his inspiration. It is this 
philosophy that makes him a great fit for The 
Art of Charm crew.



● Become more charismatic in any 
situation

● Master your career by becoming a 
“super-connector”

● Revamp your love life and intimate 
relationships with reborn confidence

Our Top 50 iTunes Podcast will teach 
you to:

Subscribe in iTunes or Android

Popular Toolbox Episodes
+ AoC Toolbox | Perfecting Your Elevator Pitch 
 (Episode 550)
+ AoC Toolbox | Attraction (Episode 406)
+ AoC Toolbox | Social Capital Basics 
 (Episode 469)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/art-charm-social-science-cognitive/id212382281?mt=2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.TheArtOfCharmPodcast.android.theartofcharmpodcast&hl=en
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Chat with us live on 
our website any 

time,
or email us

support@theartofcharm.com
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Join our free 30-day 
challenge to help 
crush your social 

anxiety

● Daily techniques to control more 
outcomes at home and work

● Command more respect from 
your friends, team, and network

● Video tactics to create deeper 
connections

● Learn the ability to walk up to 
ANYONE and start a conversation

theartofcharm.com/challenge
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The Art of Charm
1336 N Fairfax Ave.

West Hollywood, CA 90046
United States

1.888.413.7177
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